Imperfect Perfection: A Cystic Fibrosis Journey
Synopsis
Jonathan Sacker was born with Cystic Fibrosis, a genetic disease which most effects the respiratory and digestive systems. "Imperfect Perfection" is a journey through the difficult and tumultuous battles that have resulted from this disease. With a comical and "laugh-at-yourself" style, Jonathan shares his life in an uplifting and positive manner with hope that each reader will find perfection within their own imperfection.
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Customer Reviews
Jon has a great sense of humor. In this book you get to know Jon as a person. This book helps enlighten people to the struggles that those with Cystic Fibrosis face every day. Jon has made recent headlines as the first American patient to use the currently unapproved by the FDA device, called the Hemolung. Here is an interesting YouTube video on it: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXFNPGefVWQ Get this book. You won’t be disappointed, and the proceeds from the sale of the book will help Jon and his wife with their mounting medical costs.

Jonathan writes in a stream-of-consciousness style, mixing almost every gut wrenching story with humor, which he often admits is the best perspective when enduring so many hardships from Cystic Fibrosis, Diabetes and Arthritis. He speaks from the heart, offering valuable life lessons for one’s own inevitable walk through trials and hardships - find humor in it, and trust that God has a perfectly...perfect...reason for your trial. Buy this book if you: (1) Are struggling physically or emotionally... Jonathan has been there and he made it through...so can you! (2) Want to better
understand the 30,000 Americans who battle Cystic Fibrosis (3) Want to build your faith (4) Want to bless and support the CF community

Jon Sacker was a mentor to me in my youth. He came into my life at a time when my youth pastor, a man I looked up to and loved, just walked out. Jon surpassed all my expectations when he accepted that man's responsibility. I cannot express how much that meant to me. Over the years he has continued to influence me with his writing in blogs and now in this book. As a medical professional, I did not personally expect Jon to live through his bout with Cystic Fibrosis. But Jon, as he has countless times before, showed me that God is even greater than any of our expectations. This book is about Jon's life and faith. It captures his personality flawlessly. It will make you laugh, cry, and think hard. Jon has always had a knack for putting important things in perspective. He does it with grace and truth in this book. Read and enjoy.

By far this is the best book that Jon Sacker has written. The diction, the imagery, and the humor is top notch. I just couldn't put it down.

Jonathan Sacker tells a story of gaining power over his disease: cystic fibrosis, in almost comic book fashion, minus the cartoons. My grandson has C.F. and I needed to read this book for me and for him. Thank you Jonathan for giving us hope.

Wow! I mean AWESOME!!!! Book definitely helped me understand the inside story of CF and Jon’s living w/ CF. Even more impressed with Jon’s faith journey and ability to communicate his belief in our Almighty God. His story is also such a powerful testimony to prayers. Looking forward to watching as God uses this book and Jon & Sallie to inform people about CF and to encourage CF patients and their families. This book doesn't describe just one miracle but many miracles. What an AWESOME blessing to all who read it!

Great book. Great story. Read it in one sitting - couldn't put it down. It is amazing what Jonathan Sacker has lived through. I found his description of the transition from life to death very interesting.
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